1. A Season in Hell – Arthur Rimbaud
2. Final Harvest – Emily Dickinson
3. BAD BAD – Chelsey Minnis
4. Return to my Native Land – Aime Cesaire
5. HUGZ – Richard Barrett
6. Theatre of Objects – Seekers of Lice
7. 77 Dream Songs – John Berryman
8. Notes on Thought and Vision – H.D.
9. Song of Myself – Walt Whitman
10. Nineteenth Century Poetry – Edited by John Hayward
11. NTST – Geof Huth
13. Occasionals – Carol Watts
14. The Weather – Lisa Robertson
15. Epigraphs - Chrissy Williams
16. Advanced Immorality – Philip Terry
17. Plants – James Davies
18. A Field Guide to Lost Things – Peter Jaeger
19. Hoofs – Holly Pester
20. 1000 Sonnets – Tim Atkins
21. Ad Finitum – P. Inman
22. * - Tom Jenks
23. Dies: A Sentence – Vanessa Place
24. Baba – Lucy Harvest Clarke
25. A Napoli Metro Bad Dream Sequence – Chris Stephenson
26. Rides – Marcus Slease
27. Chain of Minuscule Decisions in the form of a Feeling – Sarah Riggs
28. Poems of Frank Rupture – Peter Manson
29. Subduing Demons in America – John Giorno
30. Saga/Circus – Lyn Hejinian
31. Telegraphic Transcriptions – Stephen Emmerson
32. Paroles – Jacques Prevert
33. The Up and Up – Ted Greenwald
34. Too OK – Colin Herd
35. The Ancient Rain – Bob Kaufman
36. The Last Words of Dutch Schultz – William Burroughs
37. The Boy from the Green Cabaret Tells of his Mother – Barry MacSweeney
38. Postmodern American Poetry – Edited by Paul Hoover
40. Selected Poems – Denise Riley
41. Selected Poems – Shelley
42. Selected Poems – Keats
43. Selected Poems – Gerard Manley Hopkins
44. Commitment – Marianne Morris
45. The Roman Sonnets of G.G. Belli – Translated by Harold Norse
46. Ace of Pentacles – John Wieners
47. The Collected Songs of Cold Mountain (Han Shan) – Translated by Red Pine
48. Thunderbird – Dorothea Lasky
49. What You Hear – Larry Eigner
50. The White Museum - Lynne Dreyer